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Abstract. Negative population feedbacks mediated by natural enemies can promote species
coexistence at the community scale through disproportionate mortality of numerically dominant (common) tree species. Simultaneously, associations with arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi
(AMF) can result in positive effects on tree populations. Coupling data on seedling foliar damage from herbivores and pathogens and DNA sequencing of soil AMF diversity, we assessed
the effects of these factors on tree seedling mortality at local (1 m2) and community (16 ha plot)
scales in a tropical rainforest in Puerto Rico. At the local scale, AMF diversity in soil counteracted negative effects from foliar damage on seedling mortality. At the community scale, mortality of seedlings of common tree species increased with foliar damage while rare tree species
benefited from soil AMF diversity. Together, the effects of foliar damage and soil AMF diversity on seedling mortality might foster tree species coexistence in this forest.
Key words: arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi; coexistence; community compensatory trend; Janzen Connell
hypothesis; seedling mortality; tropical forest.

Introduction
Negative feedbacks are integral components of most
species coexistence theories: if one species becomes too
dominant, its performance declines, which, in turn,
reduces its abundance; the opposite occurs for species
that drift to low abundances (Chesson 2000). In highly
diverse tropical forests, negative feedbacks operate
through the action of seedling natural enemies, which
show some degree of host preference (the Janzen-Connell
[JC] hypothesis; Janzen 1970, Connell 1971, Comita et al.
2014). At the local scale (e.g., seedling neighborhood),
the JC hypothesis predicts that seedling survival and
recruitment should be low at high conspecific seedling
densities and near adult conspecific trees, allowing heterospecific species to recruit. At the community scale (e.g.,
forest stand or plot), tree species coexistence might also
be maintained if numerically dominant (common) tree
species experience greater mortality than rare species.
This process, known as a community compensatory
trend, arises from differences in sensitivity to conspecific
density (stabilizing effects) coupled with species-specific
average fitness differences that are density-independent
(Connell et al. 1984, Chesson 2000; equalizing effects).
In contrast to the large body of research on negative
feedbacks (see review in van der Putten et al. 2013), the
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role of mutualisms in species coexistence in tropical forests
has received far less attention. Yet, interactions among
trees, natural enemies, and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi
(AMF) could counteract JC effects (Hood et al. 2004,
Liang et al. 2015), and influence tropical tree species coexistence. AMF provide trees with increased nutrient and
water uptake and protection against enemies (Smith and
Read 2008). The local effects of AMF associations on tree
seedling growth vary strongly across AMF and tree
species (Kiers et al. 2000, Herre et al. 2005), so that AMF
diversity might influence seedling mortality. Locally, high
AMF diversity may increase the probability of symbiosis
with a beneficial AM species (i.e., positive selection effect).
Alternatively, positive effects of high AMF diversity could
result from functional complementarity among beneficial
AMF (Naeem and Li 1997). However, high AMF diversity
could also lead to a strong negative effect on seedling survival due to selection of a parasitic AMF. Several studies
in grasslands have linked aboveground plant community
productivity with AMF diversity and found evidence for
both positive complementarity and selection effects (van
der Heijden et al. 1998, Maherali and Klironomos 2007,
Wagg et al. 2015). In tropical forests, only two experimental studies have investigated the effect of AMF
diversity on net plant productivity (Lovelock and Ewel
2005) or on seedling growth (Siqueira and Saggin-Júnior
1998); they found positive correlations.
At the community scale, positive effects of AMF
diversity on trees may help maintain tree species coexistence if AMF diversity enhances fitness of rare species
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more than that of common species. This may occur via
two mechanisms. First, common species tend to have a
high number of specialized AMF interactions while rare
species associate with a few generalist species (Montesinos-
Navarro et al. 2012). Second, seedlings of common
species are more abundant and clustered and, as a result,
may more easily colonized by their species-specific AMF.
These differences in AMF colonization rates and degree
of specialization suggest that common tree species might
not gain as much benefit from increasing AMF diversity
as rare tree species, fostering tree species coexistence.
On the other hand, the positive effects of AMF diversity
on trees may negatively influence tree species coexistence
if common tree species extract more benefits than rare
tree species. This may occur via three mechanisms. First,
rare tree species might not be able to afford the costs of
AMF associations (Bever 2003, Bever et al. 2009). Second,
common tree species might support larger mycorrhizal
networks than rare species thereby extracting more benefits from AMF than rare tree species (Verbruggen et al.
2012). Third, AMF might also be distance and density
responsive (Liang et al. 2015). If common tree species are
more clumped and closer to each other than rare tree
species (Connell et al. 1984, Condit et al. 2000), distance
responsive AMF could lead to greater associations with
common tree species.
A few experimental studies in tropical forests have
examined the combined effects of enemies and inoculation by AMF on seedling mortality (Hood et al. 2004,
Pizano et al. 2011, Liang et al. 2015). These studies
demonstrated that the presence of AMF could counteract negative distance-dependent JC effects in experimental settings. Yet, they did not investigate the
simultaneous effects of fungal diversity and conspecific
density effects on seedling mortality or examined consequences of fungal inoculation on seedling mortality at the
community level.
Here, we examine the combined effects of aboveground
pressure from natural enemies and AMF diversity in soil
on seedling mortality and tropical tree species coexistence
by asking two questions: (1) At the local scales, is mortality of tropical seedlings affected by foliar damage from
natural enemies and AMF diversity? and (2) How do the
effects of foliar damage and AMF diversity on seedling
mortality change with tree abundance at the community
scale?
Methods
Study site
This study took place at the 16-ha Luquillo Forest
Dynamics Plot (LFDP; 18°20′ N, 65°49′ W) in northeast
Puerto Rico (elevation 333–428 m above sea level;
Zimmerman et al. 2010). Mean annual rainfall is
3,500 mm, classifying the forest as subtropical montane.
Since 1990, all free-standing woody stems >1 cm dbh
(diameter at 1.3 m height) have been mapped, identified
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to species, and measured approximately every 5 years
(Zimmerman et al. 2010).
Tree community data
In 1998, 213 2-
m2 seedling plots were established
throughout the plot (Uriarte et al. 2005). In 2007, 3 × 120
1-m2 seedling plots were established on each side of a
north-south running trail. Seedlings in these plots have
been mapped, identified to species, and measured (root
collar diameter) annually since 2007. Here, we used one
of each of the subplots within 120 clusters of three 1-m2
seedling plots as well as 117 of the 213 2-m2 seedling plots
(n = 237 plots total). For the 2-m2 plots, we used seedlings
and soil data present in one-half of the plots (1 m2) to
make them comparable to the 1-
m2 plots. We used
seedling census data from 2012 as our baseline (t0) in this
study and revisited the plots in 2013 to evaluate seedling
mortality (t1), restricting our analysis to individuals taller
than 10 cm in 2012. We used the 2011 tree census to calculate community abundance of each tree species i as the
sum of basal conspecific tree basal area (BAi) within the
16-ha plot.
Seedling foliar damage
In May–July 2012 (beginning of the rainy season), we
used a digital camera (Nikon D3100, Tokyo, Japan) with
a microlense (18–55 mm VR lens), to photograph a
maximum of five leaves of every seedling present in each
of the 237 seedling plots. We excluded liana, fern, and
palm seedlings. In total, we photographed 823 seedlings
representing 42 tree species. From these photos, we estimated the proportion of leaf area with damage for each
leaf. Damage included missing leaf area as well as evidence of galls, leaf mines, or necrotic spots caused by
pathogens. Herbivory and pathogens caused most of the
damage, whereas galls and leaf mines were less frequently
observed (Bachelot et al. 2015c). Proportion of leaf
damage at t0 was quantified as an ordinal variable
ranging from 0 to 100 by binning damage for each
seedling into 20 categories: 0–5%, 5–10%, 10–15%, …,
95–100% leaf damage. We acknowledge that this
one-time measurement of damage does not represent the
exact amount of damage that happened in 2012 as some
leaves might have been removed or lost prior to our
assessment of herbivory. Thus, our analyses rest on what
is likely to be an underestimate of actual damage.
Shade tolerance
Shade tolerance is associated with variation in mortality rates. We evaluated species-specific shade tolerance
using average sapling (trees ≥ 1 but ≤10 cm DBH) survival between 1995 and 2000 (Appendix S3: Table S1).
This time period experienced high sapling mortality following pulses of recruits after Hurricane Hugo (Uriarte
et al. 2009).
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Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungal communities
In May–July 2012 (beginning of rainy season), we
sampled soils in the same 237 seedling plots to characterize the AMF community (as described in Bachelot et al.
2016). We used a soil core (2.5 cm diameter) to collect the
top 20 cm of soil from the corners of the plots. Supplies
were cleaned with 70% ethanol between plots to prevent
contamination. Samples were stored in a freezer (−20°C)
before being shipped overnight to the laboratory. Soil
samples were defrosted, sieved, and extracted using the
PowerSoil DNA isolation kit (MoBio, Carlsbad,
California, USA). Fungal DNA extracts were sequenced
using barcoded high-
throughput sequencing on the
Illumina MiSeq platform (Illumina Inc., San Diego,
California, USA) at the University of Colorado, Boulder,
Colorado, USA. The first internal transcribed spacer
region (ITS1) of the fungal rRNA gene was amplified
using the primer pair ITS1-F and ITS2 (McGuire et al.
2013). DNA data were successfully obtained for 214
seedling plots. All reads were de-multiplexed, quality filtered, and processed using the QIIME v. 1.5.0-dev pipeline
(Caporaso et al. 2010). Overall, we obtained between 1318
and 6,208 reads per soil sample before quality filtering and
606 and 3,737 reads per soil sample after quality filtering
(Appendix S3: Table S2). We used a 97% similarity
threshold to cluster sequences into similar operational
taxonomic units (OTUs), using the open reference-based
procedure in QIIME. For this, we used UCLUST (Edgar
2010) to cluster sequences with the UNITE November
2012 database (Abarenkov et al. 2010), and sequences
that did not cluster with the database were clustered de
novo. We excluded sequences that were less than 75%
similar to any sequences in UNITE prior to OTU clustering as an additional quality control measure, assuming
these sequences are artifacts or contaminants. In total, we
identified 553 unique AMF OTUs. After taxonomic identification, we used the Shannon index to calculate AMF
diversity present in soil (spores and hyphae) at t0 for each
of the sampled 214 seedling plots (Hill et al. 2003), using
the number of reads as a measure of abundance.
Statistical analyses
After restricting the data to plots where fungal DNA
was successfully amplified and sequenced (214 plots) and
to seedlings of woody tree species that were at least 10 cm
height in 2012 (t0), we performed analyses on data from
181 seedling plots. We used a Bayesian regression model to
predict mortality (Ψijp,t1) of seedling i of species j in plot p
between 2012 (t0) and 2013 (t1), using the following abiotic
and biotic variables measured in 2012 (t0; see Appendix
S1): seedling root collar diameter (Sizei,t0), foliar damage
per cm2 (Damagei,t0), conspecific seedling abundance
(Conspi,t0), soil arbuscular mycorrhizal fungal diversity
(AMFp,t0), and heterospecific seedling abundance (Heti,t0).
This model implies that AMF diversity influences seedling
survival. This is a fair assumption given that AMF
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community composition and diversity in the study site are
more strongly structured by edaphic conditions (Bachelot
et al. 2016) and precipitation (Hall et al. 2013) rather than
by biotic factors. Conspecific seedling abundance accounts
for all other negative and positive density-
dependent
effects (e.g., belowground natural enemies, competition)
not captured by foliar damage data. Finally, to account for
different time intervals between censuses for individual
seedlings, we incorporated the number of days between the
2012 and 2013 censuses of each seedling (Timei) in the
mortality model as follows

Mortalityijp ∼ Bernoulli(Ψijp,t1 )Ψijp,t1
= Inverse- logit(β1 × Sizei,t0
+ β2 × Damagei,t0 + β3 × Conspi,t0

(1)

+ β4 × AMFp,t0 + β5 × ti,t0 + μj + γp )Time
where γp is a plot random effect. To answer the first
question, we assessed whether the 95% credible intervals
(CIs) of damage (β2), conspecifics (β2), and AMF diversity
(β4) did not overlap 0. To account for fitness differences
across species, we used a species-specific intercept (μj) as
follows:

μj ∼ Normal(m + α × Tolerancej ,σ)

(2)

where m is the average species mortality, α is the effect of
shade tolerance (Tolerancej) on species-specific average
mortality, and σ is the variance (Appendix S1). Removing
shade tolerance from the model did not affect the results
(Appendix S3: Fig. S2).
We also fitted the mortality model described above to
three groups of tree species separated according to their
abundance at the community level (sum of basal area in
16-ha plot). We defined three abundance categories using
the following breaks in the distribution of the weighed sum
of conspecific tree basal area (BAj) across the full LFDP
census 2011 data set (Appendix S3: Fig. S1): rare
(0–785 cm2/16 ha), intermediate (868–5,834 cm2/16 ha),
and common (10,587–36,656 cm2/16 ha; Appendix S3: Fig.
S1, Table S3). We selected this breakdown because it maximizes evenness in the number of seedlings and species
across abundance categories. Yet, this breakdown assigns
more species in the rare category (12) than in the common
category (7), consistent with tropical tree species distributions that contain more rare than common species. There
are two main advantages of using categories rather than
continuous abundance as presented in the Appendix S2
(Table S4): (1) we do not need to make an assumption on
the shape of the community trends, which might be nonlinear (Bachelot et al. 2015c), and (2) it enables us to draw
conclusion on rare species whose sample sizes would be too
low otherwise. To evaluate whether the main effects of
conspecific density, foliar damage, and AMF diversity on
mortality differ across abundance categories, we used
pairwise Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. This method compares whether two independent samples arise from the
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same distribution and is therefore well adapted to compare
posterior distributions obtained from different data sets
(here, different sets of species).
To investigate community trends due to foliar damage,
conspecific seedling density, and AMF diversity, we
focused on the coupled effects of average fitness (μj) and
the effects of foliar damage (β2 × Damage), conspecific
seedling density (β3 × Consp), or AMF diversity
(β4 × AMF) respectively. For example, there is a community compensatory trend if mortality due to average
fitness and foliar damage in rare species is lower than in
common species over a range of foliar damage

Inverse-logit(μrare + β2 × Damagerare )
< Inverse- logit(μcommon + β2 × Damagecommon )
[Inequality. 1]
Finally, we ran species-specific analyses using the same
model as previously described (Eqs. 1 and 2) within
species and without the species-specific intercept. Each
species-specific model was as follows:

Mortalityip ∼ Bernoulli(Ψip,t1 )Ψip,t1
= Inverse-logit(β1 × Sizei,t0 + β2 × Damagei,t0
+ β3 × Conspi,t0 + β4 × AMFp,t0

(3)

+ β5 × Heti,t0 + μ + γp )Time
This second model provided us with a second test of
community trends. Once fitted, each species-specific models
were used to predict individual mortality due to fitness differences (μ), conspecific seedling density (β3 × Conspi,t0),
foliar damage (β2 × Damagei,t0), and AMF diversity
(β4 × AMFp,t0). We then fitted a generalized linear model to
predict “predicted mortality” with respect to species community abundance with a binomial link and the length of
the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chains for the
number of trials. A significant effect of species community
abundance on seedling mortality would imply the presence
of a community trend.
Highly skewed variables were log-transformed (conspecific density, sum of basal tree area, seedling size, and
foliar damage). Size was z-transformed within species to
correct for different size distributions and improve convergence (Gelman et al. 2013). The remaining variables
were z-transformed across all individuals prior to analyses
to allow for comparison of their effect size (Gelman et al.
2013). Analyses were performed using R and STAN statistical software (software available online).7,8 We used
non-informative priors for each variable, and we ran
three MCMC chains with 10,000 iterations. Significance
of each parameter was assessed by non-overlap of the
̂ (Brook
95% CIs with 0. We assessed convergence, using R
and Gelman 1997). Goodness of fit was evaluated using
Bayesian P value of the average mortality rate (Gelman
et al. 2013) and posterior predictive checks. Finally, the
7
8

http://www.r-project.org
http://mc-stan.org/rstan.htlm
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spatial structure of the residuals was assessed statistically
by using a Mantel test between the residuals and the locations with 9999 permutations.
Results

̂ = 1.00 for each
All mortality models converged (R
model), fitted the data well (Bayesian P value of
mean = 0.49, 0.48, 0.47, and 0.48 for the all data together,
low, medium, and high abundance model, respectively),
and captured any spatial structure present in the residuals
variance in seedling mortality across plots (Mantel test,
P = 0.22, 0.45, 0.08, and 0.53 respectively).
Foliar damage was highly variable across individuals
ranging from 0% to 100.00% of leaf damage (median of
20.00%) and across species (median of 20.05% ranging
from 1.00% to 60.00% of leaf damage). In 2013, 23.3% of
seedlings, which were present in 2012, had died. On
average, there were 20 seedlings per plot, ranging from 1
to 298 individuals. Conspecific seedling density also
ranged broadly across seedlings from 0 to 23 individuals/
m2 (median of 2 individuals/m2). Soil AMF diversity
(Shannon index) exhibited variation across seedling plots
ranging from 0 to 3.1 (median of 2.22).
Seedling mortality for rare tree species was low (9.7%)
relative to intermediate (14.4%) or common (27.2%) tree
species. However, these differences in mortality rates
across abundance categories were not significant
(ANOVA, F2,39 = 1.5, P = 0.25). Densities of conspecific
seedlings were similar for seedlings of rare and common
tree species (Appendix S3: Fig. S3, t = −1.0, df = 193,
P = 0.31). However, intermediate tree species experienced
significantly lower conspecific seedling densities than did
rare tree species (Appendix S3: Fig. S3, t = −3.4, df = 168,
P < 0.001) or common tree species (Appendix S3: Fig. S3,
t = −7.2, df = 685, P < 0.001). Foliar damage was significantly different across the three abundance categories;
rare tree species experienced lower amount of foliar
damage than did common tree species (Appendix S3: Fig.
S3, t = −3.1, df = 199, P = 0.002) and tree species of
intermediate abundance (Appendix S3: Fig. S3, t = −2.5,
df = 247, P = 0.01). However, intermediate-abundance
species experienced similar foliar damage as common
species (Appendix S3: Fig. S3, t = 0.5, df = 491, P = 0.63).
Finally, average AMF diversity did not differ among
rare, intermediate, and common tree species (Appendix
S3: Fig. S3, ANOVA, F2,39 = 0.8, P = 0.50).
At the local scales, is mortality of tropical seedlings
affected by foliar damage from natural enemies and
AMF diversity?
As expected, seedling mortality increased with natural
enemy pressure measured as the amount of foliar damage
(parameter β2 in Eq. 3), and with conspecific seedling
density (i.e., parameters β3 in Eq. 2, Fig. 1A and Appendix
S3: Table S5). Heterospecific density had no effect on
seedling mortality (i.e., parameters β5 in Eq. 2, Fig. 1A).
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Fig. 1. (A) Posterior distribution for all parameters in the full mortality model. Solid circles indicate that the 95% credible
interval (CI) of the factors do not overlap 0, whereas empty circles stand for factors whose 95% CI overlap 0. (B) Posterior
distribution for all parameters in the mortality model for each abundance category. Abundance categories (common in black circles,
intermediate in dark gray hexagons, and rare in light gray squares from the top to the bottom) were defined using breaks in the
distribution of the weighed sum of basal tree area across the full LFDP census 2011 data set (Appendix S3: Fig. S1). Solid circles
indicate that the 95% CI of the factors do not overlap 0, whereas empty circles stand for factors whose 95% CI overlap 0.

Seedling mortality decreased with AMF diversity
(parameter β4 in Eq. 2; Fig. 1A), suggesting that high
AMF diversity is beneficial for seedlings. The magnitude
of the conspecific seedling density and foliar damage
effects together was greater than the magnitude of the
AMF diversity effect, suggesting that AMF diversity may
not fully counteract local negative JC effects.
As expected, seedling mortality decreased with seedling
size (parameter β1 in Eq. 3; Fig. 1A).
How do the effects of foliar damage and AMF diversity
on seedling mortality change with community-scale tree
abundance at the community scale?
Consistent with our expectation of a community compensatory trend disadvantaging more abundant tree
species, differences in average fitness (parameter μ in Eq. 2;
Appendix S3: Table S5) and in sensitivity to foliar damage
(parameter β2 in Eq. 2) led to high seedling mortality for
common tree species (Appendix S3: Figs. S4 and S5). This
was not the case for rare and intermediate-abundance tree
species. The differences of the effects of foliar damage
between common and rare/intermediate species were significant (P < 0.001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov [K-S] tests).
The effect of conspecific seedling density on seedling
mortality (parameter β3 in Eq. 2) increased with tree
species abundance (Fig. 1B). Combined with fitness differences among tree species (parameter μ in Eq. 2;
Appendix S3: Table S5), the effect of conspecific seedling
density resulted in high seedling mortality for common
tree species (Appendix S3: Figs. S4 and S5). The 95% CI
of the effect of conspecific density did not overlap 0 for
common species (Fig. 1B), and the effect sizes were

significantly different between rare and common species
and between intermediate and common species (both
P < 0.001, K-S tests).
Consistent with our hypothesis that rare species should
extract the greatest benefit from AMF diversity, we found
that high AMF diversity only decreased seedling mortality of rare tree species (parameter β4 in Eq. 2; Fig. 1B).
This AMF diversity effect combined with fitness differences among tree species (parameter μ in Eq. 2; Appendix
S3: Table S5) resulted in low seedling mortality for rare
tree species (Appendix S3: Figs. S4 and S5). Finally, the
effect of AMF diversity on rare seedling mortality was
significantly lower than the effects on both intermediate
and common species (both P < 0.001, K-S tests).
The species-specific analyses revealed similar trends.
Common species were disadvantaged due to high average
mortality (Fig. 2A; Appendix S3: Tables S6 and S7,
equalizing effect) and strong mortality due to conspecific
seedling density (Fig. 2B; Appendix S3: Tables S6 and S7,
stabilizing effect). However, the stabilizing effects of
foliar damage and AMF diversity were not significant at
that level of the analysis (Fig. 2C, D; Appendix S3: Tables
S6 and S7).
Discussion
At the local scale, we found that foliar damage increased
seedling mortality whereas AMF diversity in soil reduced
it. This result was consistent with recent experimental
findings from other tropical forests showing that AMF can
counteract local negative effects of soil pathogens (Hood
et al. 2004, Liang et al. 2015). At the community scale, we
found that seedlings of common species experienced
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Fig. 2. Community trends are detected by investigating how the effects of a variable depicted in Fig. 1 (conspecific density, foliar
damage, or arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi [AMF] diversity) coupled with fitness differences change along species abundance measured
at the community scale (sum of basal tree area, log-transformed z-transformed and log-transformed). (A) The average mortality
predicted by species-specific analyses showed a significant compensatory community trend, indicated by a solid star. Common species
died on average more than rare species, consistent with an equalizing effect. (B) Mortality due to conspecific seedling density also
displayed a significant compensatory trend since common species suffer more than rare species (stabilizing effect). (C) Mortality due
to foliar damage behaved as a compensatory trend since common species suffer more than rare species (stabilizing effect). Yet this
trend was not significant, as indicated by an open star. (D) Mortality associated with AMF diversity also followed a compensatory
trend since common species suffer more than rare species (stabilizing effect). Yet this trend was not significant.

greater foliar damage from enemies, potentially promoting
coexistence. High conspecific seedling density, our proxy
for the sum of other density-dependent effects, also disadvantaged common species at the community scale. The
positive effects of soil AMF diversity on seedling survival
of rare tree species at the community scale further magnified these effects of foliar damage and conspecific densities. Therefore, at the community scale, natural enemy
pressure and AMF diversity in soil act together to promote
tree species diversity in this tropical forest.
Foliar damage increases seedling mortality at the local
scale and in common species but not in rare tree species
at the community scale
Consistent with our hypothesis, seedling mortality at
the local scale (1 m2) increased with foliar damage.
Herbivore insects and pathogens were likely to drive this
pattern since they caused most of the observed foliar
damage (Bachelot et al. 2015c). This result is consistent
with a study from Costa Rica (Bachelot and Kobe 2013)
and a recent experimental study (Bagchi et al. 2014) that
found that insecticide reduced seedling mortality. At the
community scale (16-ha plot), we found that the effect of
foliar damage changed across tree abundance categories.
The 95% CI of these effects did no overlap zero for
common tree species, consistent with stabilizing effects of
natural enemies and with a compensatory community
trend (Connell et al. 1984). The lack of an effect of foliar
damage on seedling mortality of rare species might arise

from low amount of damage. In contrast, seedlings of
intermediate abundance tree species, whose mortality
also did not increase with foliar damage, experienced significantly more damage than rare species. The lack of an
effect of foliar damage on seedling mortality of intermediate abundance tree species suggests that these seedlings
may be more tolerant to damage than seedlings of
common tree species, which experience similar levels of
damage as seedlings of intermediate abundance tree
species. Future investigations of the JC hypothesis should
consider incorporating trait data on tolerance to damage
(e.g., regrowth traits) into seedling mortality models to
account for tolerance differences across tree species.
High conspecific seedling density reduces seedling
survival at the local scale and in common species but
not in rare tree species at the community scale
Consistent with the JC hypothesis, we detected a significant effect of conspecific seedling density on seedling mortality at the local scale. Seedling mortality increased with
high conspecific seedling densities. This result lends support
to a recent meta-analysis that concluded that JC effects are
widespread in tropical ecosystems (Comita et al. 2014).
However, JC studies in situ usually focus on patterns of
mortality across conspecific seedling densities without
incorporating measures of natural enemy pressure. Here,
we simultaneously investigated the effects on conspecific
seedling density and foliar damage. The presence of a significant effect for both conspecific seedling density and
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foliar damage suggests that foliar damage alone might not
act in a density dependent fashion at the local scale (1 m2).
Tree species abundance alters the magnitude of conspecific seedling density effects on seedling mortality. In
particular, we found that seedling mortality of rare and
intermediate-abundance tree species did not change with
conspecific seedling density. However, high conspecific
seedling density increased seedling mortality of common
species, consistent with stabilizing effects of negative
feedbacks and with a community compensatory trend
(Queenborough et al. 2007, Bagchi et al. 2014, Bachelot
et al. 2015a). Our results contrast with a number of
studies either failed to detect a community compensatory
trend (Metz et al. 2010) or found a common tree species
advantage, the opposite of a community compensatory
trend (Comita et al. 2010, Mangan et al. 2010). Mangan
et al. (2010) attributed advantage of common trees species
to negative effects of soil microbes on rare species.
Contrary to Mangan et al.’s (2010) study, we found that
conspecific seedling density heightened seedling mortality
of common species, as expected by our hypothesis. Our
results remain unchanged when accounting for effects of
conspecific and heterospecific adult trees on the soil biota,
which could reflect covarying soil biota (Appendix S3:
Fig. S6). The discrepancy between the two studies might
suggest differences in active soil biota, which are agents
of negative density dependence, between our sites and
Barro Colorado Island (Panama).
High AMF diversity decreases seedling mortality at the
local scale and in rare species but not in common tree
species at the community scale
As expected, AMF diversity reduced seedling mortality, which suggests that seedlings benefit from growing
in the presence of diverse AMF communities. At the local
scale (1 m2), AMF diversity counteracts the local JC
effects by enhancing survival, in agreement with results
from greenhouse experiments using AMF inoculation of
tree seedlings (Hood et al. 2004, Liang et al. 2015). These
studies (Hood et al. 2004, Liang et al. 2015) also found
that the counteracting effects of AMF was local and
declined with distance from conspecific trees. Our results
are also consistent with previous studies that linked AMF
diversity with grassland ecosystem productivity (Maherali
and Klironomos 2007, Wagg et al. 2015). These studies
found a positive correlation between AMF diversity and
aboveground plant productivity due to complementarity
of beneficial effects between AMF taxa (Maherali and
Klironomos 2007) or selection mechanisms by which one
highly beneficial AMF occurred in diverse AMF community (Wagg et al. 2015). Our study does not allow us
to disentangle these two effects. However, our work highlights the importance of AMF diversity for seedling
dynamics in tropical forests.
Only rare tree species benefitted from soil AMF
diversity, consistent with our hypothesis that AMF
diversity would promote tropical tree coexistence at the
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community scale by fostering the persistence of rare tree
species (Bever 2003, Urcelay and Díaz 2003). This result
emphasizes the importance of mutualisms in the persistence of rare tree species as it has recently been shown in
grasses (Chung et al. 2015). However, earlier results of AM
fungal effects on forb species contradict our findings,
showing larger AMF benefits on the growth of a common
forb species (Pulsatilla) compared to a rare species of the
same genus (Moora et al. 2004). In a similar manner,
Hartnett and Wilson (2002) found that AMF diversity
tends to enhance the dominance of common species of
temperate grasslands. AMF communities and their effects
on plant communities are highly context-dependent and
vary across ecosystems and plant functional groups
(Hoeksema et al. 2010, Davison et al. 2015, Lin et al. 2015)
so these differences are not surprising. It is important to
note that AMF diversity in soil represents existing diversity
in spores and hyphae. Such diversity is not necessarily correlated with diversity of active AMF in seedling roots and
is likely to change between dry and rainy seasons (Husband
et al. 2002, Herre et al. 2005). Our study was conducted
during the dry season and it is possible that our results may
not be the same in the wet season. Finally, future experimental work should aim at understand the mechanisms
behind the effects of AMF diversity and if they arise from
a mass (abundance), complementarity (between AMF
species), or selection (one very beneficial AMF) effect.
The lack of a significant effect of AMF diversity on
intermediate and common tree species could arise because
of the complex costs and benefits of AMF associations
for trees (Pfeffer et al. 1999, Johnson and Graham 2013,
Bachelot et al. 2015b). As AMF diversity increases, the
probability of associations with costly AMF also increases
(selection effects). Therefore, the effect of AMF diversity
on tropical seedling mortality might be neutral due to the
competing selection effects of beneficial and costly AMF.
To conclude, we showed that AMF diversity in soil and
natural enemy pressure might act together to promote
tree species coexistence by rescuing rare tree species and
disadvantaging common tree species. Although, identities of specific AMF and their functional roles were not
identified, our study highlights the role of AMF diversity
in soil in the maintenance of tropical tree coexistence in
some forests. The lack of a community trend of the effects
of AMF diversity on seedling mortality in the species-
specific analyses might be the result of low within species
sample size, leading to low power to detect small effect
sizes. This emphasizes the need to increase the size and
temporal coverage of the data set. Our study also brings
out future research directions: coexistence theories
should aim at combining mutualism and negative feedbacks, and experimental work should further investigate
the effects of AMF diversity on seedling mortality across
tree species abundance.
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